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Mode of operation
The INDUCTO diffuser which pushing air through a column,
which may or may not support a seat, is supplied by the air
supply system installed below the structural floor.
The vacuum effect developed at the base of the diffuser by the
blown air’s helical movement draws secondary air into the
cone situated in the diffuser’s center. (A)
The room’s secondary air is sucked into the cone via an
opening situated between the seat and the diffuser. The air is
then directed into the diffuser’s swirl chamber (B) and is mixed
with fresh air, and subsequently is conveyed across the
diffusion grill (C). This procedure creates a more homogenous
airflow.

The diffuser
- Under the seat diffuser
- Made of steel .
- Vertical column
- Supply by the floor.
- Central secondary air suction cone.
- Circular air diffusion grill..
- Matte black (00SB) colour.
- RAL colour available choosen by client.
- Connect directly to air supply duct.

The room’s secondary air, mixed with fresh air, doubles the
quantity of room’s air
The NAD Klima INDUCTO attains a temperature difference
from 2°C to 2.5°C between the head and feet.
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IND = INDUCTO
6 = 6 pouces (150 mm)
8 = 8 pouces (203 mm)
06 = 6 pouces (150 mm)
08 = 8 pouces (203 mm)
10 = 10 pouces (255 mm)
4 = 4 pouves (100 mm)
5 = 5 pouces (125 mm)
7 = 7 pouces (180 mm)
00SB = Solar Black (Standard matte black)
____ = RAL color (write the RAL color number)
IND - 8 - 08 - 6 - 00SB
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